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Abstract
Sentiment analysis is a widely researched
NLP problem with state-of-the-art solutions capable of attaining human-like accuracies for various languages. However, these methods rely heavily on large
amounts of labelled data or sentiment
weighted language specific lexical resources that are unavailable for lowresource languages. Our work attempts
to tackle this data scarcity issue by introducing a neural architecture for language invariant sentiment analysis capable
of leveraging various monolingual datasets
for training without any kind of crosslingual supervision. The proposed architecture attempts to learn language agnostic
sentiment features via adversarial training
on multiple resource-rich languages which
can then be leveraged for inferring sentiment information at a sentence level on a
low resource language. Our model outperforms the current state-of-the-art methods on the Multilingual Amazon Review
Text Classification dataset (Prettenhofer
and Stein, 2010) and achieves significant
performance gains over prior work on the
low resource Sentiraama corpus (Gangula
and Mamidi, 2018). A detailed analysis of our research highlights the ability
of our architecture to perform significantly
well in the presence of minimal amounts of
training data for low resource languages.
c 2020 The authors. This article is licensed under a Creative
Commons 3.0 licence, no derivative works, attribution, CCBY-ND.
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Introduction

Sentiment analysis refers to a series of methods,
techniques, and tools aimed at extracting the intended sentiment from a written opinion. Traditional sentiment analysis techniques have relied on
using supervised term weighting methods including terms’ distribution of classes, word-level polarity scoring and using SVMs (Durant and Smith,
2006) and Naive Bayes classifiers (Prasad, 2010)
for pattern extraction using hand-crafted features.
The advent of deep learning techniques for sentiment analysis has now enabled the extraction of
high quality sentiment data from written texts. One
majorly overlooked factor in the performance of
these neoteric approaches is their dependency on
large annotated datasets compiled from multiple
data sources related to or sourced from newspapers, tweets, photos and product reviews. (Socher
et al., 2013; Kim, 2014; Tai et al., 2015; Iyyer et
al., 2015; Wang et al., 2016).
Given global nature of the current information
sharing infrastructure, most data generated belongs to one of the three languages : English, Mandarin or Spanish. This abundance of raw data aids
and motivates the creation of annotated resources
in these languages. Conversely, the paucity of annotated data in most languages makes it a challenging task to develop deep learning based solutions
for them. Hence there is a pressing need to pay
special attention to developing solutions capable of
sentiment analysis in a low resource setting.
Some of the initial methods that attempt to
tackle this problem of data scarcity using transfer
learning (training a neural model on one language
and applying the trained model on another language via weight sharing) do not perform well due
to the limited overlap between the vocabularies of

the different languages and difference in their syntactic structure (Chen et al., 2018b).
Cross-lingual sentiment classification (CLSC)
methods try to alleviate this problem by leveraging
labeled data from one language to improve the performance on another language (Bel et al., 2003).
However, these methods typically rely on auxiliary
cross-lingual resources such as a parallel corpora
(Yarowsky et al., 2001; Xu and Yang, 2017), bilingual lexicons (Mihalcea et al., 2007) or the use
of machine translation systems (Kanayama et al.,
2004; Wan, 2009; Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010;
Can et al., 2018). Unfortunately, the curation of
such cross-lingual resources is both a time and a
labour intensive task. Hence, there is a need for
architectures that can perform well in the absence
of such cross-lingual resources.
In this paper, we address this problem by
presenting a neural Language Invariant Sentiment
Analyzer (LISA) architecture that is capable
of training on multiple monolingual sentiment
labelled datasets to learn language agnostic sentiment features that can be transferred to perform
sentiment analysis in low-resource languages
without leveraging any form of cross-lingual
supervision.
Approach : We formulate this problem as a
multi-lingual transfer learning (MLTL) language
adaptation task where we attempt to learn language
agnostic sentiment features via adversarial training
on labelled documents (s1 , s2 ...sn ) from multiple
(source) languages to improve the performance on
documents (t1 , t2 ...tm ) from a low resource (target) language. The key components of our approach include learning monolingual word embeddings from s1 , s2 ...sn , t1 , t2 ...tm and projecting them to a shared multilingual semantic space.
We employ an LSTM network to learn latent features (z) from this multilingual space which is
then used by a sentiment classifier (SC ) to predict the sentiment polarity of a document d ∈
{s1 ...sn , t1 ...tm }. Concurrently, a language classifier (CL ) is trained to predict the language of document d based on z. During the adversarial training
we try to minimize the binary cross-entropy loss of
CS , while at the same time we maximize the crossentropy loss of CL . This results in a setting where
the LSTM learns to produce latent features z that
predicts the sentiment of document d correctly independent of the language of document d. We hy-

pothesize that in this setting, the latent features (z)
trained would contain sentiment features that are
language agnostic.
In summary, the main contributions of this paper
are :
• We introduce a language independent neural architecture for sentiment analysis without
the use of language specific features or crosslingual supervision.
• We provide extensive evaluations of the LISA
architecture in two settings :
(i) Low-resource Setting : Where labeled
data in the target language is available in limited amounts.
(ii) No-resource Setting : Where the is no
labeled data available in the target language.
• Our experiments on the Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset and
the Sentiraama dataset show that the proposed LISA architecture achieves better performance compared to prior work in the lowresource setting.
The paper is structured as follows : Section 2
highlights the related prior work in the field of
CLSC. Section 3 introduces the datasets that are
used in our experiments. Section 4 presents the
methodology used to align multiple monolingual
semantic spaces to a common multilingual semantic space. Section 5 describes in detail the various
components of the LISA architecture. Section 6
explains the adversarial training methodology employed. Section 7 describes our experimental setup and provides a detailed comparison of our approach with prior work in both the low-resource
and no-resource setting. Section 8 addresses the
advantages and shortcomings of the proposed approach and state our concluding remarks.

2

Background and Related Work

CLSC using Machine Translation Systems : The
most straightforward approach in CLSC involves
using machine translation systems to translate sentences, words, phrases or documents in the target
language to the source language and then learning a classifier in the source language to predict
the sentiment (Kanayama et al., 2004; Wan, 2008;
Wan, 2009; Banea et al., 2010; Lu et al., 2011;
Can et al., 2018). The baseline CL-MT (Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010) method uses this technique

by using Google Translate1 to translate documents
in the target language to the source language and
learns a classifier in the source language using
the bag-of-words features. Similarly, the BiDRL
model (Zhou et al., 2016) used Google Translate
and employed a joint learning approach to simultaneously learn both word and document representations in both source and target language which
are then used for sentiment classification. However, these methods are overly reliant on the performance of the machine translation system utilized, which in many cases, are less than satisfactory.
CLSC using cross-lingual resources : Most
popular methods in CLSC makes use of crosslingual resources to bridge the language barrier
and induce inter-language correspondence. Bel
et al. (2003) used a bilingual dictionary to translate documents in the target language to the source
language and trained a classifier in the source
language for text classification. Mihalcea et al.
(2007) used a bilingual lexicon to translate subjective words and phrases in the source language
into the target language. Shi et al. (2010) utilizes a bilingual dictionary to translate the classification model from a source language to a target
language rather than the documents themselves.
Balamurali et al. (2012) used WordNet senses as
features for CLSA in Indian languages (Hindi and
Marathi). The CLMM model (Meng et al., 2012)
treated the source language and the target language
words in an unlabeled bilingual parallel dataset
as generated simultaneously by a set of mixture
components. The CR-RL approach (Xiao and
Guo, 2013) learned word embeddings by using
a set of bilingual word pairs where one part of
the word vector contains language specific features and the other part contains language independent features. CL-SCL model (Prettenhofer
and Stein, 2010) leveraged structural correspondence learning with the help of a bilingual dictionary to learn a source-target feature space. Pham
et al. (2015) used a parallel corpus between the
source language and the target language to learn
bilingual paragraph vectors (Bi-PV). UMM (Xu
and Wan, 2017) learned multilingual sentimentaware word representations based on unlabeled
parallel data and used pivot languages to transfer sentiment information in the absence of parallel data . The CLDFA approach (Xu and Yang,
1

https://translate.google.com/

2017) adopted cross-lingual distillation and adversarial techniques on parallel corpora for CLSC.
Our work draws inspiration from the ADAN-GRL
model (Chen et al., 2018b) which employed language adversarial training to learn language invariant features from bilingual word embeddings
(BWE) which were created using a parallel corpus. In fact, our proposed model can be considered as a cross-lingually unsupervised variant of
the ADAN-GRL model as we do not rely on parallel corpora to learn word representations. Furthermore, the ADAN-GRL model is limited by
the BWE to only incorporate two language pairs
(source and target) during training, whereas our
LISA system is capable of leveraging multiple
source languages and the target language for adversarial training.
CLSC without cross-lingual supervision Neoteric advances by Chen et al. (2018a) alleviates
the need for cross-lingual resources by introducing
a shared-private Mixture-of-Experts model (MoE)
that learns both language specific features and language invariant features without cross-lingual supervision. Our work, although related to MoE in
objective with respect to the lack of cross-lingual
supervision, differs in the methodology. Direct
comparison of our architecture against MoE (Table 4) proves that the (language invariant) features
extracted by our architecture contains more sentiment related information than the (language specific + language invariant) features extracted by
MoE.
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Dataset Description

We conduct our experiments on two publicly available sentiment classification datasets :
The Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset (Prettenhofer and Stein, 2010)
consists of sentiment labelled data in multiple languages. The vast amount of prior work on this
dataset helps us to directly compare our results
with the pre-existing state-of-the-art CLSC methods.
The Sentiraama Corpus (Gangula and
Mamidi, 2018) is a real-world low resource
sentiment corpus in Telugu (an agglutinating
Indian language). We use this dataset to test the
robustness of our system and evaluate our results
in a truly low resource setting.
In the following subsections we describe both
the corpora in detail.

3.1

Multilingual Amazon Review Text
Classification dataset

The Multilingual Amazon Review Dataset contains sentiment labeled product reviews in four languages (English, German, French and Japanese)
across three domains (Books, Dvd and Music).
The German, French and Japanese reviews were
crawled from Amazon and the corpus was enhanced with English reviews from Blitzer et al.
(2007). Each review contains a domain label, a review summary, a review text, and a rating from the
set {1, 2, 4, 5} where {1, 2} denotes negative sentiment and {4, 5} denotes positive sentiment. The
reviews in each domain for each language are split
into three disjoint balanced sets, namely, Train set,
Test set and Unlabeled set. The dataset statistics
are presented in Table 1.

English

German

French

Japanese

Books
DVD
Music
Books
DVD
Music
Books
DVD
Music
Books
DVD
Music

Train
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Test
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000
2000

Unlabelled
50000
30000
25220
165470
91516
60392
32870
9358
15940
169780
68326
55892

Table 1: Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification
dataset statistics.

3.2

Sentiraama Dataset

Positive
Negative
Total

Movies
136
131
267

Train
Test

Books
+ve -ve
80 80
20 20

Movies
+ve -ve
108 105
28 26

Table 3: Subset of the Sentiraama corpus used in our experiments.
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Multilingual Word Representation

For our experiments, we train fastText embeddings
(Bojanowski et al., 2017) to project each word to
a monolingual semantic space for each language
in the datasets described in Section 3. We then
employ the unsupervised MUSE approach (Conneau et al., 2017) to align the monolingual spaces
of each language in an adversarial manner to a
common multilingual semantic space. While training MUSE we use English as the target semantic
space and align all the other monolingual semantic spaces to this space. Let X = {x1 , x2 , . . . xa }
and Y = {y1 , y2 , . . . yb } be the source and target fastText word embeddings respectively. Let
W be a linear mapping from X to Y. A discriminator is trained to discriminate between elements randomly sampled from W X and Y while
W (which acts as the generator) is jointly trained
to fool the discriminator. The discriminator loss
function LD (θD |W ) is formulated as:
a

The Sentiraama dataset consists of sentiment labelled documents in four domains : Books,
Movies, Products and Song Lyrics. Each document is given a positive or a negative label. The
corpus statistics are presented in Table 2.
Books
100
100
200

Amazon Review Dataset, i.e, Books and Dvd respectively. We divide the Books and Movie domains of the Sentiraama dataset to create a Train
set and a Test set using an 80-20 train-test split.
The statistics of the subset of the corpus that are
used in our experiments are listed in Table 3.

Products
100
100
200

Lyrics
230
109
339

Table 2: Sentiraama corpus statistics.

To avoid cross-domain discrepancies we restrict
our experiments to the Books and Movies domain
as it has similar counterparts in the Multilingual

1X
LD (θD |W ) = −
logPθD (source = 1|W xi )
a
i=1

b

−

1X
logPθD (source = 0|yi )
b
i=1

The Mapping objective function used to train W
is given by:
a

LW (W |θD ) = −

1X
logPθD (source = 0|W xi )
a
i=1

b

1X
−
logPθD (source = 1|yi )
b
i=1

Where θD denotes the discriminator parameters
and PθD (source = 1|z) is the probability that a

Figure 1: The LISA architecture.

vector z is the mapping of a source embedding according to the discriminator.
Next, a synthetic parallel vocabulary consisting of the most frequent words and their mutual
nearest neighbors are extracted from the resulting shared embedding space W to fine-tune the
mapping using the closed-form Procrustes solution
(Schönemann, 1966) given by:
W ∗ = argmin kW X − Y kF = U V T
W ∈Od (R)

with U ΣV T = SVD(Y X T )
Where X and Y are two aligned matrices containing the embeddings of the words in the trained
space W , d represents the dimension of the embeddings, Od (R) is the space of d x d matrices of
real numbers with the orthogonality constraint and
SVD(Y X T ) represents the singular value decomposition of Y X T .

5

LISA Architecture

The input to the LISA model is a review ri that
is made up of a sequence of words w1 , w2 , . . . wk .
Each review ri is associated with a language label li ∈ L where L = {l1 , l2 , . . . lp } is the set of
all language labels used in training. Additionally,
each review ri is also associated with a sentiment
label ti ∈ {positive, negative} which denotes the
sentiment polarity of the review. We project each
word wi to the multilingual semantic space (from
section 4) to obtain a sequence of n-dimensional
word embeddings e1 , e2 , . . . ek where ei ∈ Rn .

The following subsections describe in detail the
individual components of the LISA architecture.
Figure 1 shows the overall architecture of the proposed model.
5.1

Multilingual Sequence Encoder (H)

The Multilingual Sequence Encoder (H) processes
the sequence of word embeddings (e1 , e2 , . . . ek )
and transforms it into an m-dimensional (hidden) vector H(ri ). To this end, the embeddings
for all the words in review ri are passed sequentially through a Long Short-Term Memory
(LSTM) network (Hochreiter and Schmidhuber,
1997). LSTMs are a variant of RNNs that learns
features that model the long-term dependencies between the words. The LSTM network, at each time
step outputs a hidden state hi for every input word
embedding ei , such that :
hi = LSTM(ei , hi−1 ) ∈ Rm
The final hidden state H(ri ) = hk is then passed
through a Language Discriminator (CL ) and a Sentiment Analyzer (CS ).
5.2

Language Discriminator (CL )

The goal of the Language Discriminator (CL ) is
to predict the language label li based on H(ri ).
In other words, CL tries to predict the language
from which the sequence of words w1 , w2 , . . . wk
come from. The CL comprises of a Gradient Reversal Layer (GRLλ ), followed by two Dense Layers and an output Softmax Layer that applies the

softmax function over all the languages used in
training. During backpropagation, GRLλ multiplies the gradients by a factor of −λ and during
the forward pass it acts as the identity function. λ
is hyperparameter in the network.
5.3

Sentiment Analyzer (CS )

The Sentiment Analyzer (CS ), as the name suggests, tries to predict the sentiment label ti of the
input review ri based on H(ri ) . The CS is made up
of two Dense Layers followed by an output Softmax Layer that applies the the softmax function
over the two sentiment polarities (positive and negative).

6

Adversarial Training

Inspired by recent works (Goodfellow et al., 2014;
Ganin et al., 2016; Beutel et al., 2017), we train
the LISA model using adversarial training on a set
of labeled reviews R = {r1 , r2 , . . . rn }. The aim of
the LISA model is to predict the sentiment label ti
for a given review ri independent of the language
label li .
We formulate the learning objective in a way
that minimizes the sentiment classification loss
from CS and maximizes the language classification
loss from CL . As a result, the LISA model tries to
jointly optimize the below functions:
arg min f (CS (H(ri )), ti ) − f (CL (H(ri )), li )
H,CS

(1)
arg max f (CL (H(ri )), li )
CL

(2)

Where f denotes the loss function used. This
results in a setting where the CL tries to predict li
based on a given H(ri ) and the encoder H tries
to ’fool’ the CL by learning to create H(ri ) that
is minimally influenced by the language label li
while at the same time, is maximally influenced
by the CS to predict he sentiment label ti correctly.
The M-LiST model (Goud et al., 2019) presents
a similar setting for the task of open domain event
detection that was trained using a Gradient Reversal Layer GRLλ (Ganin et al., 2016) between H
and CL . By using GRLλ , the optimization functions (equations 1 and 2) can be simplified as :
arg min f (CS (H(ri )), ti ) +
H,CS ,CL

f (CL (GRLλ (H(ri ))), li )

(3)
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Experiments and Results

In this section we present an extensive set of experiments conducted on the Multilingual Amazon
Review Text Classification dataset and the Telugu
Sentiraama sentiment classification corpus. We
evaluate our approach in the two settings described
below :
Low-resource setting : We evaluate the performance of the LISA architecture in the low-resource
setting (termed LISA-LR) by training it on the
Train sets from multiple source languages and the
limited Train set in the target language and then
testing on the Test set of the target language.
No-resource setting : In the no-resource setting, we assume that the training data is not available for the target language. We train the LISA
model (termed LISA-NR) on the Train sets of the
source languages and evaluate the model on the
target language Test set.
LISA - No Language Discriminator : To show
the effectiveness of the Language Discriminator
(CL ), we conduct ablation experiments in the lowresource setting where we remove CL from the
LISA architecture. In this variant of the LISA
model (termed LISA-NoLD), the Sentiment Analyzer only depends on the MUSE embeddings to
learn H(ri ) to learn sentiment features. Our experiments show that LISA-LR performs significantly
better in most cases than LISA-NoLD.
For the Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset in the low-resource setting, we
train LISA-LR on the Train sets of all the four languages. We then test it on the Test set of the target language. In the no-resource setting, we train
LISA-NR on the Train sets of three languages and
test it on the Test set of the fourth language. We do
this for each domain in the corpus independently.
We compare our results against prior state-of-theart methods that uses Machine Translation Systems (CL-MT and BiDRL), methods that leverage cross-lingual supervision (UMM, Bi-PV, CRRL and CL-SCL) and the cross-lingually unsupervised MAN-MoE method of Chen et al. (2018a).
The results are presented in Table 4.
For the Sentiraama Corpus in the low-resource
setting, we train LISA-LR by leveraging the Train
sets of all the languages in the Multilingual Amazon dataset along with the Sentiraama Train Set.
We then test the system on the Sentiraama Test set.

CL-MT
BiDRL
UMM
Bi-PV
CR-RL
CL-SCL
MAN-MoE
LISA-LR
LISA-NR
LISA-NoLD

Books
79.68
84.14
81.65
79.51
79.89
79.50
82.40
85.45
55.60
81.20

German
DVD
77.92
84.05
81.27
78.60
77.14
76.92
78.80
84.90
55.50
77.70

Music
77.22
84.67
81.32
82.45
77.27
77.79
77.15
86.55
58.90
80.75

Books
80.76
84.39
80.27
84.25
78.25
78.49
81.10
86.25
68.95
82.80

French
DVD Music
78.83 75.78
83.60 82.52
80.27 79.41
79.60 80.09
74.83 78.71
78.80 77.92
84.25 80.90
85.35 85.60
70.65 64.30
80.10 80.50

Books
70.22
73.15
71.23
71.75
71.11
73.09
62.78
79.20
62.20
79.05

Japanese
DVD
71.30
76.78
72.55
75.40
73.12
71.07
69.10
83.30
56.50
83.15

Music
72.02
78.77
75.38
75.45
74.38
75.11
72.60
80.892
59.80
82.542

Table 4: Results on the Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset. The numbers denote binary classification
accuracies.

In the no-resource setting, LISA-NR only utilizes
the Train set of all the languages in the Multilingual Amazon dataset and test the system on the
Sentiraama Test set. We do this for the Books
and Movies domain separately. We evaluate the
results of LISA-LR, LISA-NR and LISA-NoLD
against the Bernoulli Naive Bayes (Rish and others, 2001) and SVM (Joachims, 1998) baselines
that use TF-IDF features which were set by Gangula and Mamidi (2018). The experimental results
are given in Table 5

SVM
Naive Bayes
LISA-LR
LISA-NR
LISA-NoLD

Books
55
65
72.5
57.5
67.5

Movies
51.851
75.9
85.185
57.407
68.51

Table 5: Results on the Sentiraama Dataset. The numbers
denote binary classification accuracies. Note that the Naive
Bayes and SVM accuracies presented in the table differ from
the ones presented by Gangula and Mamidi (2018). We attribute this to the difference in the train/test splits and the
the lack preprocessing guidelines which makes it hard to adequately replicate their results.
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Analysis and Conclusion

Analysis : The results on the Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset proves our
hypothesis that our model learns language invariant features that can be generalized across languages. The empirical results in Table 4 show
that our model outperforms pre-existing state-ofthe-art methods on this dataset. While our experiments on the Sentiraama dataset proves that

our model can be applied in a real-world setting
to enhance sentiment retrieval in a truly low resource language. The ablation experiments (LISANoLD vs LISA-LR) show that between language
pairs that have similar syntactic structure (example : English, French and German), LISA-LR performs much better than LISA-NoLD. This shows
the the performance gains over prior work are not
just due to the use of MUSE embeddings. Rather,
they are attributed to the adversarial training of the
Language Discriminator and the Sentiment classifier that extracts language agnostic sentiment features from the MUSE semantic space. But for
Japanese (which is dissimilar with respect to other
languages in the corpus), the results show that
LISA-LR does not have a significant boots over
LISA-NoLD. This is because our language adversarial training will retain only features that are invariant across all four languages, which is restrictive such that the information learnt will be too
sparse to be useful. Finally, the poor performance
of LISA-NR shows that our approach cannot be
used for Zero-Shot learning but will achieve stateof-the-art performance in the presence of limited
amounts of data.
Conclusions : In this paper, we present the
LISA model which focuses on exploiting language
invariant features for multilingual sentiment analysis without any form of cross-lingual supervision. We back our claims by conducting a wide
range of experiments over the Multilingual Amazon Review Text Classification dataset and the
Sentiraama dataset which is a real-world low resource dataset. We show that our model outperforms not only the existing cross-lingually unsupervised methods but also methods that rely on

strong cross-lingual supervision. Additionally, our
model sets the new state-of-the-art accuracies for
the Sentiraama corpus.
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